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' on either side: (L,K:) each of the ;_,\_"£.L,

---___1 -_a—rl:--'-—-'- -_---. -_- _ -_- .

J

2.;.‘..;':)il .,\¢;l§.l The furrows, or grooves, of well

ropes, in ii well; made by drawing them. (L.)

._..lsL;-ll The marks of whips; ;)

the furrows made by whips upon the back. (L.)

01010-0» :03 1-oe

_.>;..ai-\ &._v)..b, ($,) or 934$-l 3,»).-6, (so in a

copy of the A,) IA blow,’ or stroke, or beating,

thatfurrows the shin. ($, A,‘ TA.)

3 .
.u'-0 Each of the tushes, or canine teeth; the

two together being termed the Qls.-i.e.

valley of Khadibzit]: a. prov., applied to a man

who falls into perdition; or to one who misses

the object of his aim, or pursuit: (As,K. :*) see,

respecting it, [~'>L';.i.;_-, in] art. .,:,'u_-. (TA.)

An old man. (A,K.) Great, big, or

bulky; ($,A,K;) applied to a man, ($,) or to

an ostrich, &.c.; (K;) fem. with 3, applied to

a. girl: ($:) great, and thick or coarse or rude

[in make]: (TA :) big in the sides: (Ham

p. 439:) big and strong; applied to an old man:

(JK:) a man, and a. camel, perfect and strong

in make: (A :) a azmel strong and hardy (A,

K, TA) and big. (TA.)

53%, (JK,TA,) or 3.3,}; (TA,) .4

severe wound breaking the head. (J K, TA.)

I '04 §rr.r

*.’~\:"1 ($2 K2) or '—.v\:-"2 (JKr) A can‘

spicuous road: (JK, $,I_(:) so says Esh-Shey

banee. ($.)_And the latter, A way of acting

red» -1 I»)

or conduct: so in the saying, 3._»,;.,_.§.. UL; Q'>U

3.;-JL; [Such a one is followingiz good, righteous,

dr gust, way of acting or conduct]. (TA.)

Opinion, judgment, or counsel: (K :) so in the

saying, [I forsooh him and his

counsel]. (TA.) __ One’s first, or original,

aflair, concern, or business: (AZ, JK, $,K:)

so in the saying, U1; [Apply thy

self to thy first, or thine original, afair, &c.].

(AZ, ms->

0. Gus IThey opposed each other. (A,TA.)

5.
46-, Msb,K,&c.,) of the masc. gender

(L11, 1;) only, (Ll_1,) aha 153;, with damm,

(K,) but the latter is rare, (TA,) The check; the

part extending from the circuit of the eye

(,._..L_';\ [ah the 01; ,_-,.'_.."..._n]) to the part

where the beard grows, on either side of the

fiice: (L, Msb,1_(:) or from the outer angle

of each eye to the extremity of the side of the

mouth: or the part bordering upon the‘ nose,

  
  

[A pillow, or cushion]: so called because

it is put beneath the cheek: A, Mgh:) pl.

é».
glib-o. (A, Msb.)-..—_—Also An iron implement

with which the ground is furrowed, trenched, or

can (s. 1.)

0 J04

>;.:.='...o A camel having the mark called glib

made upon his cheek. ($, A.)

Q):

the face: :) pl. of the former 534.5: (Msb,

TA :) it has no other pl. (TA.)_The former

I1:

is also sing. of >,.,aé- meaning_1The planks on

the right and left of the [or two boards

that lie against the camels’ sides] of the [vehicles

teflped] €>_%;A (As, A, TA) and 1.._.:= (As, TA:)

rbr

or signifies the plank of the £35 :

and the pl. is 53+‘, (K,) [a pl. of pauc., but]

contr. to rule,_(TA,) and (pl. of mult., TA)

11.3.; and f_,\3s_.. (1_<.)_A1s<> 1.4 side, or

lateral portion, of a [tract of high and rugged

ground such as is termed] (A, TA.)_.

And IAn assembly, a company, or a congre

gated body, (I_(,TA,) of men: (TA :) a rank,

or class, of men: (A,L:) and a race,_or gene

G» : oi

ration, of men. (L.) You say, Mi. $.51)

Q.-4/»)

>.»'-I-o IA man (L) lean, or emaciated;

L;)’ having little flesh. (L.) And the fem.,

with 8, 1A woman fat but wasted in body [so

that she isfurrowed, or wrinkled]. (L.)

.,:.,\s

Jdrr 90/

1- 4?-*5": 307' ‘)1 inf‘ 11- ~.3~\'51(TA!)

He smote him with a sword: or he cut

him: (AZ 2) or he smote him with a. sword,

cutting the flesh, without cutting the bone: (T,

K 2) or he smote -him on the head, (JK, K,‘ TA,)

and the like, (JK,TA,) with a. sword. (JK.)

signifies also The act of rending, or

cutting open, the skin and the jlesh together,

(JK, $,TA.) with the canine tooth. (JK, TA.)

_And The act of biting. You say,

:5» )0»-»

3,:-Jl 42._>.\-'- The serpent bit him. ($.)_..And

The act of lying, or saying what is untrue.

You say, .,:.,\6- He lied. (JK, _. And The

act of milhing much. (K.)

9'40»

(‘total 1- I saw a rank, or class, of men. 3-.‘J~:='>-1 596 @119 118“ Preceding paragraph

And (A,) or (L,) 11.5., (A,

L,) 1lVe slew, (A,) or he slew them, (L,) rank

after rank, (A,,'L,) and class after class. (A.)

And 9542!! .,\a' 1-A race, or generation,

of men passed away. (L.)=A road. (IAar,

1 0 Q

._. See also ;,.\-'-1, in four places.

;»0£ Carr)

._...»-_1 (s,1_§) and L_’.,.;.£. (JK) and v.,.._,..-..:..,

(S, K,) applied to a man, (JK,$,) Stupid;

(JK ;) characterized by [i. e. stupidity, or

tallness combined with stupidity, &c.];

1 e 0 E

and [simply] by tallness: [in which __,.,u.\

0 ¢

is said to be syn. with :]) fem. [of the

7rDa

first], applied to a woman, il,».,u’>.: :) and the

first, one who cannot restrain himself, by reason

ofgstupidity: (TA:) and the same, (K,) or

'__;.:\.§, (JK,) one who goes his own way, at

random, or heedlessly, without any certain aim

or object, or without consideration, not obeying

a guide to the right course, (JK, K, TA,) by

reason of ignorance, (JK,) or from boldness.

-/0»

('l‘A.)_.Als0 [the fem.] 2L_u.5, applied to any

[she-] animal, That is wont to wound, and hill,

and seize its prey and break its neck. (lAar.)

And and [A dart, or_)'avelin,]

4 Q,’»

that inflicts a wide wound. And 1.5.1.5

r»¢r I19;

that, (S,) and 2945- &,»,.s, [A thrust,

and a blow,] with which the J; [or belly,

&c.,] is assaulted: :) or the former, a wide

thrust or wound with a spear or the like: and

the latter, a continuous and long act of beating.

ran,

(TA.) ._An(1 é\,».ui- as A coat of mail that is

smooth, or pliable, JK,$,K,) and (so in

the JK, but in the “ or ”) wide. (JK, K.)

Qul/r)

._:..\a'-in : see the next preceding paragraph.

0.: - I sol

3.2%.: see ;;..u'>-I, in four places:=and see

also

0.. c ial
,’u.‘: see ,,J‘_,_ 5. .,a:\='..'i He went a middling pace. (As,

Stupidity; (JK;) izq. [which

means the same; or tallness combined with

stupidity; &c.]: ($,K:) and [sim)pl,y] tallness,

or length; ($,"‘ K, TA,;) as also 7 (TA.)

0119 says, There was, in

Na’dmeh, E}; [i. e. stupidity, &<=.]= (s, TA =)

Na'ameh being the surname of Beyhes, (TA,)

who became the subject of a prov. respecting

the taking of blood-revenge: in art. Wz)

Beyhes El-Fezaree, surnamed En-Na’ameh, [or

simply Na’ameh,] was one of seven brothers,

who were slain [in a. case of blood-revenge],

except himself; he being left because of his

stupidity; for which he became proverbial. (TA
9/»

in art. W.) One says also, .,.\.\n'

[He is long-tongued; lit.] in his tongue is length.

_. Also The act of making haste. (KL)

;1,i§. A mark made with a hot iron upon the

cheek ($, A, ofa camel. (A.)

; 3 ~

;,.)-5°-l A furrow, trench, or channel, in the

3.

ground; ($,A,I_(;) as also '..u'> (A,K) and

734.5-:, a deep trench in the ground; as

also '3;-: applied in the Kur [lxxxv. 4] to a

deep trench into which, it being filled with fire,

some believers in the true God were cast by some

idolaters among whom they dwelt: (TA 2) a

hole, hollow, cavity, pit, or theglike, dug, or

excavated; (Msb;) as also 7336-: :) pl.

Qeld-l: (A, Msb :) therpl. of :.»ii- is ;;.J>;-;

(A;) and the pl. of Val; is ;_;.a.. (TA.)__
9 r I 4 '

A ri/vulet,’or streamlet; syn. J)»; (Msb;)

as also 73;; (L,I_{;) of which the pl. [of

0.4 5

. ' " l . l - d f l . .pauc] 18 ea? , 60"" to ru e ’ an 0 min Cutting; or sharp: (IAar,I_{:) applied

to a sword, and a spear-head, and a dog-tooth.

.r»aE

(IAi_1r.) = See also ygi-l, in three places.

Lula and (L.)__€._»;i..'.a‘ and V1.3; [the

latter probably a mistranscription for glxi-, pl.

1 J J

of 7 3.4.5-,] The main or middle parts, or open

or obvious tracks, (835,) of a road: (L:) [because

fnrrowed by the feet of beasts and men.]._.

5 V1. .:..=_v-4.5-, aor. ; ($, Msb, and ’-, (K,)

inf. n. filo.-L-, ($, K,“) or this is a simple subst.,

gap; 9»,

Q» : see .345-.

[535 vs 1,155 [They fizz one the




